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Many of you have heard my story
of how I joined ACDA. I actually
joined twice in the early 80’s, and
quit when older members brushed
me off because I taught elementary
music, and didn’t teach a “real
choir” (direct quote!) In 1994,
Mary Ann Kastner of Lincoln Jr.
High in Naperville invited me to
the summer re-treat. I told her
why I wasn’t a member, and her
reply was, “You can’t change it
from the outside--if you want
things to change, you have to work
for that from the inside”. She
was right--and here I am, twenty
years later! I can’t imagine my
professional and my personal
life without ACDA now. I have
learned a great deal from my
colleagues, clinicians, and choirs
that I’ve met. I feel like my own
standards for choosing music and
teaching my kids have grown and
solidified from working with other
directors who share my passion for
choir. I have made lifelong friends
from being in ACDA. But what
have I done?
Well, I accepted leadership
positions when they were offered.
I’ve made a great many messes,
and have been forgiven and helped
out by others. I tried to follow
the leads of great presidents like
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John Jost and Brett Goad, and
to keep their policies moving
along. Mostly, along with other
board members, I tried to create
an atmosphere of friendliness and
respect for everyone, no matter
who, what, or where they teach.
I’m not attempting to brag or fish
for compliments--I am proud of
some of my accomplishments, and
cringe when I think of others. Like
you, I’m a teacher, spouse, church
member, and someone who tries
to balance everything in my life
while giving a piece of myself to
the profession of choral directing
through the organization.
At the end of the summer re-treat,
Karyl Carlson will take over as
president and I will become past
president. Karyl has already done
some marvelous things, especially
with trying to shape the summer
re-treat to better meet the needs of
our very busy membership. We
have a board of approximately 30
people who tighten the nuts and
bolts of ACDA, and try to keep it
running smoothly. I humbly thank
all the board members who have
given their time and talent to this
organization to keep it vital.
I would love to hear from you, as
an ACDA member, what ACDA
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IL-ACDA DISTRICT CHAIRS

Back to Normal for our Summer Retreat

has done for you. What keeps you
coming back? What keeps your
membership alive? And finally, I
would like you to consider--what
can you do for ACDA? Would
you be able to organize and direct
a reading session? Develop an
interest session for the summer or
fall convention? Serve as a board
member representing either your
geographical area (IMEA districts)
or area of expertise? Our board
members are marvelous, but
according to our by-laws, they
need to move off the board every
four years. Could you, would you
serve ACDA?

District 1
Diane Marelli
Riverside Brookfield High School
marellid@rbhs208.org

June 26 & 27, 2013

Submitted by Beth Best,
IL-ACDA President
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I invite you back to Normal
and the campus of Illinois State
University for our next IL-ACDA
Retreat! The 2-day Retreat will
be informative, inspirational,
supportive, mega-networking,
and fun! Dr. Jo-Michael Scheibe,
from USC’s Thornton School of
Music and current ACDA National
President, will conduct the
Director’s Chorus. Dr. Scheibe’s
offerings will include sessions
from the performance to the
practical with topics such as warmups, intonation, and targeted ways
to artistry in limited rehearsal time.
Rounding out our all-star line-up is
Vijay Singh (not the golfer!) Vijay
teaches at Central Washington
University, and sings in the
popular “Just 4 Kicks”. Some of
you may have heard Vijay’s group
from CWU perform at the national
ACDA conference in Chicago.
This summer he will work with
a resident and nominated vocal
jazz ensemble in open rehearsals,
and prepare one selection with
the Director’s Chorus. Vijay is also
an accomplished composer and
arranger and we will make full use
of his talent!

Worship, Middle School &
Jr. High, Children’s, Men’s
& Women’s Choir, and High
School.
A new feature will be several
rapid-paced concurrent sessions
called Roundabouts. 20 minutes
and then you will switch to the
next. For instance, the Roundabout
Language, the three sessions
will be on using IPA, a refresher
on French diction, and one on
German diction. Other topics
include Roundabout Musicals &
Madrigals, Roundabout You, and
Roundabout Assessment.
There will be plenty of social
time as well. The lobby of the
performance space makes for a
great place for the Thursday Aprés
Sing! Meals at the Bone Student
Center are always a popular
and lively time as we welcome
new colleagues and catch up on
friends’ successes and families.
The Town of Normal has grown
to include some lovely restaurants
and shopping areas. Parking is
plentiful and inexpensive.

District 8
Jon Hurty
Augustana College
Muj-hurty@augustana.edu

Other features:
• Registration materials will
conveniently be available on-line
at www.il-acda.org

I invite you to come to Normal
and be invigorated by the ACDA
summer Retreat. It is invaluable
and a time for us to discover,
share and enjoy the talents of
the fantastic choral musicians in
Illinois. Check out the video ad for
Summer ReTreat here.

District 9
Bryan Kunstman
Kaneland High School
Bryan.kunstman@kaneland.org

• CPDU and Graduate credit is
available.

Submitted by Karyl Carlson,
IL-ACDA President-Elect

Student Representatives
Brett Kirhofer
Northern Illinois University
brett.kirhofer@gmail.com

• It’s easy to take the train – it’s
a short walk from the station to
ISU and to the Marriott Hotel.
• Great reading sessions for
repertoire and teaching ideas in
all areas, including Collegiate,
Two-Year College & Community
Choirs, All-State, Music and
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They Don’t Know This Music and It’s Our Fault!
I was in Jill Rinkel’s terrific reading
session at the Fall Conference
(which was outstanding…
Bravo Brett!) looking at a new
arrangement of an old American
folk song, the name of which
escapes me now. After we read
it, Jill made the comment that our
students don’t know these songs
anymore and she’s absolutely
right! Our students aren’t learning
nursery rhymes, patriotic songs,
folk songs or, in many cases, not
many real songs at all.
I think there are many reasons for
this. Parents don’t sing with their
kids at home. Singing in churches
has been pushed to the cantors and
choirs with the congregation only
singing four measure responses
or singing along with the refrains
of the praise band’s contemporary
offerings. I think, however, one of
the big reasons our students don’t
know these songs is that we don’t
teach them.
I have a hobby (my kids call it an
“issue”) of collecting old hymnals
and music books. I have things
that date back into the 1800s and
have found some real musical
gems in those old books. What
I’ve noticed in looking at the old
school music books in comparison
to the publications available
today is that every page of the
old books had a song, a real song
with an actual melody and an
accompaniment. Today’s music

(Vocal Warm-ups as a Daily Voice Lesson continued from page 4)

books are full of pictures, flashy
graphics and song material that is
largely made up of sol-mi “songs”
and music that has been recently
composed that is of little or no
artistic value whatsoever.

in our society today and it’s our
fault. Our students don’t know
these songs and don’t have a
musical heritage to share. This is
exactly what Kodaly tried to fix in
Hungary!

I know the sol-mi “songs” come
with good intention and some
pedagogical basis for their use as
a sight reading tool. Truthfully,
they are not songs. They are
nursery rhymes that have been
conveniently set to the so-called
“universal” sol-mi interval to
improve music literacy. We can
discuss the effectiveness of the
aforementioned experiment at a
later time. I can’t really find any
justifiable cause for publishers
printing most of the other stuff.

We need to get back to singing
and teaching real songs that share
our musical heritage and enhance
our world with beauty. We need
to sing Oh Susanna, Erie Canal,
Billy Boy, Danny Boy, Home on
the Range, Cindy, Sourwood
Mountain and all of those other old
songs that are so rich with history
and full of artistry and character.
Wee Willie Winkie and Bluebird,
Bluebird are neither musical nor
memorable. I would also argue
that they haven’t done much to
improve music literacy either and
I would bet that our colleagues
at the high school, college and
professional levels would probably
agree.

When I look back at the old music
books, I see how they are filled
with beautiful songs by composers
with names like Mendelssohn,
Brahms, Handel, Morley and
Praetorius. There are folk songs
from all over the world in these
old books that were printed long
before multicultural was cool.
When these books were being
used, people sang. Everybody
sang! Churches rang out with
beautiful voices often in harmony.
The audience actually sang The
Star Spangled Banner at public
events. People were connected by
common themes and melodies.
This is something that is missing

It’s time for us to blow the dust off
the classics and get back to singing
for singing’s sake. Our students
deserve a cultural heritage rich
with song and filled with beauty.
Who knows, we might even create
a Nation of singers again!
Submitted by Ron Korbitz,
Elementary/Children’s Choir
R and S Chair

Vocal Warm-ups as a Daily Voice Lesson
How do you start each rehearsal?
For most choir directors the
answer would be the same. Most
of us begin each rehearsal with
a series of vocal warm-ups. The
purpose and approach to this
instructional time varies as much
PAGE 4

as the repertoire each choir
director chooses for concerts.
For some directors, vocal warmups are merely an opportunity
for the students to prepare their
instrument (voice) to begin the

work of learning and performing
music. Many schools are lucky
enough to have private voice
teachers come in to help instruct
students on their individual vocal
technique. While this is the case
in some schools, it cannot be said

for all schools. Some districts are
unable to bring in private voice
teachers due to location, while
others would like to do so but
are unable to do so as a result
of district policy. For students
in these situations, daily vocal
warm-ups are their only exposure
to instruction on proper vocal
technique.
Whether you teach at a school
with private voice instructors or a
school without, a well-conceived
strategy for daily vocal warm-ups
can have a lasting impact on the
quality of group and individual
performances. Vocal warm-ups do
more than prepare the voice to sing
repertoire. Vocal warm-ups are an
opportunity to give each student
a daily group voice lesson. While
vocal instruction can’t always be
individualized in a class setting,
the opportunity to reinforce proper
posture, breathing, support, and
vocal placement on a daily basis
cannot be overlooked. Vocal
warm-ups can focus on these
important aspects of singing,
but they don’t have to be limited
to those. Warm-ups are also an
opportunity to work on balance,
blend, phrasing, singing in tune,
solfeggio, and rhythm. The list
goes on and on. Taking ten to
fifteen minutes per rehearsal to
work on these areas can pay huge
dividends in the end.
There are many different strategies
that can be used for vocal warmups, and there are several books
out there that address this topic.
Each choir director has different
strengths and weaknesses. Take
time to do some research. Take
notes about effective warm-ups
that you have seen in a festival
setting. After you have some
resources to work with, begin to

experiment with your students.
When doing this, the most
important thing is to listen, watch,
and react to how your students
are singing. If a warm-up isn’t
working, address the improper
technique immediately. If this
doesn’t solve the problem, don’t
be afraid to stop the warm-up and
move onto another one. Good
warm-ups done improperly can do
just as much damage on a young
singer’s voice as bad warm-ups or
no warm-ups at all.
When planning this time, consider
having a system in place for daily
rehearsal that helps students
know what to expect. Once
the students get comfortable
with the order and sequence of
warm-up types, they do a great
job leading class. Allowing
students to lead rehearsal/warmups is another topic for another
day, but the additional learning
that takes place when a student
is given the opportunity to
lead cannot be denied. Choral
directors always feel like they
need more time to prepare for
a concert. While rehearsal on
specific notes and musical ideas
is important, it is important that
students are given the proper
vocal technique instruction on a
daily basis. Without proper vocal
instruction, students will not have
the techniques they need to do
what is being asked in their choral
repertoire. Make time for warmups!
Before giving you a brief synopsis
of my approach to daily vocal
warm-ups, I must openly admit
that every warm-up and rehearsal
strategy I use was borrowed from
someone else. After watching
and listening to other directors, I
borrow from their expertise and

try to bring what I have learned to
my students.
In my classroom, vocal warm-ups
begin by getting the body engaged
and ready to work. Whether
it be for physical education or
singing, it is imperative to get the
body ready to work. Each day
rehearsals begin with stretching
exercises. Immediately after
stretching, I transition into proper
posture, and students do breathing
exercises that allow them to focus
on getting a low and centered
breath. Following that, warm-ups
start in the middle of the students
range and include two to three
descending warm-ups. Quite
often lip trills are used to begin
the vocalizing process (which
forces students to support and be
relaxed at the same time). From
there warm-ups transition into
descending exercises that allow
the ensemble to focus on specific
vowel shapes. Frequently, the
music we are working on will
have a section where vowel shape/
placement that is causing the
group to struggle. Focusing on
these trouble spots in warm-ups
can have a great impact on the
performance of concert music.
Whenever possible, try to tie the
warm-ups to a specific aspect of a
selection your ensemble is working
on. After the group has completed
the descending warm-ups, the
focus is shifted to ascending warmups that are limited to a perfect
fifth between the top and bottom
notes.
While doing any warm-up, find
opportunities to include physical
gestures that reinforce the
technique. Physical involvement
helps students with placement,
support and breathing. Lack of
movement can result in tension
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Plant, Water, and Harvest:

(Vocal Warm-ups as a Daily Voice Lesson continued from page 5)

and a pushed/throaty sound.
As the students voices begin to
respond to the warm-ups with
smaller intervals, expand to warmups that cover an octave or more.
When doing this, you must start
low enough for the basses and
lower altos. Near then end of
the warm-up time, it is helpful
to switch to harmonic exercises
that force the students to listen. I
always try to introduce a warmup that asks the students to use
solfeggio. Whether it be building a
chord, or singing chromatic scales,
it is important for the singers
to begin to listen for intonation.
Depending on time, I try to end
with at least one warm-up that
involves text. Students tend to
sing with great technique in the

absence of text. It is when text is
introduced that things become
more difficult.
While this process can be time
consuming, I have found that a
focus on daily vocal warm-ups as
a “voice lesson” allows students to
find their voice and be successful
in class. As is the case with any
instructional strategy, this time
is only useful if the students are
engaged. Above all else, students
cannot be allowed to check out
and go through the motions.
Listen and watch. If you react
immediately to what you see or
hear, your students will see the
importance of this time and treat it
accordingly.

In summation, seek out
opportunities to watch other
director’s use of warm-up time.
Take notes, and try new warmups with your students. Create
a system/plan that works for
you and your students. Listen,
watch, and react to what you are
seeing and hearing during vocal
warm-ups. Plan your warm-ups
according to the demands of
your choir literature. When you
get comfortable working in this
manner, you will find the quality
of your ensemble and individual
student’s sound will improve.
Submitted by Bryan Kunstman,
IL- ACDA District 9 Representative

Discovering a Life in Music

In the classroom, on the stage, and throughout the city of Chicago, our students uncover
a depth and breadth of musical training that make a North Park education so remarkable.
The School of Music offers six degrees in music: master of music in vocal performance;
bachelor of music in performance, music education, music in worship, and composition; as
well as a bachelor of arts in music. Students have ample opportunity to perform in one or
more of the university’s four choirs, the vocal jazz ensemble, and worship teams, as well as to
participate in fully staged opera productions and innovative opera workshop presentations.
Schedule an audition, visit campus, attend a class, experience a performance, talk to faculty,
and learn more by contacting Dr. Rebecca Ryan, music recruiter,
at (773) 244-5623 or rryan@northpark.edu.

www.northpark.edu/music
Dr. Julia Davids
Director of Choral Activities

North Park University’s School of Music is fully accredited
by the National Association of Schools of Music (NASM).
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How Younger Students and Emerging Student-Teachers Think and Grow
Jeremy Little: I have been
fortunate to be able to mentor
some excellent student teachers
thus far. After working with each
emerging teacher, I often reflect on
1. How much 10 years of
classroom teaching experience
has taught me.
2. How I interact with and relate
to students both in and out of
the classroom.
3. The importance of a positive,
yet relentless desire to improve
one’s teaching/lesson planning
with student outcomes in mind.
Robby entered student teaching
with the unique ability to “think
like a teacher” already under his
belt. While he improved greatly
in other musical/non-musical
aspects of lesson planning, pacing,
vocal modeling, etc. his ability to
accurately reflect on his lessons,
struggles, and strong points served
him very well.
The following ideas were taken
from conversations that Robby
and I had over the course of his
student teaching time at Vernon
Hills H.S. and can apply to many
emerging teachers. It is our hope
that reading this will 1) encourage
more experienced teachers to
consider mentoring an emerging
student-teacher, 2) prepare music
education students to think
about these issues before student
teaching, and 3) spark discussion
about the collaborative process
between mentor-teacher and
student-teacher
Robby Shellard: As a new teacher,
fresh out of the collegiate culture
of academia, it can be difficult
to predict where students will
struggle when learning a new
piece of music. To me, this was

one of the largest transitions into
teaching in a real classroom.

Emerging Students Common Challenge

In college, I was surrounded with
music majors and other musicians
that can sight read at the drop of
a hat. I worked with peers that
had excelled in music theory and
could learn new pieces quickly and
efficiently (sometimes, regardless
of the teaching style in front
of them). Though I had many
chances to work with community
members through a church choir
and students in observations, I still
lacked the daily interaction with
beginning students that only exists
during student teaching.

As Robby accurately pointed out,
when new teachers make the
transition from college into student
teaching, they often don’t realize
how long it takes most students
(at all age levels) to learn a piece
of music. Since the student-teacher
can sight read, has been in that
culture of music reading/refining,
etc., he/she often fails to remember
what it was like to be a 7th grader
just learning to sing.
From day to day, student-teachers
need to learn how much emerging
students “forget” or are not able
to quickly execute without proper
set-up or lead-in.

Coming to Vernon Hills, I knew
that Jeremy had a strong program.
On the performance level, many
of his students have performed in
the All-State choirs, and his alumni
continue to be musically involved
after high school. However, I did
not realize the amount of work
that he must put forth in order to
bring young singers to this high
level that I had come to expect
from strong musicians. I had seen
only the “end result,” not the years
of training that students must
receive and thousands of hours
of dedication they must put forth
before attaining such a high level
of musicianship.
Over my last nine weeks at Vernon
Hills, I have found a variety of
reasons that students struggle
when learning a new piece of
music. By being able to predict
these difficulties and counteract
them before they happen,
teachers can spend rehearsal
time efficiently. Though all of
you “oldies” may have seen and
counteracted these mistakes occur
in your own classroom for years,
it’s always helpful to freshen up.

Transitions
• Going into a new section (end
of one musical phrase to the
beginning of the next
• When phrases end and begin
on different notes, emerging
students need to be taught
how to recognize this, not to
scoop, etc., to audiate the new
note before their entrance, and
to breathe in the shape of that
vowel ahead of their entrance
- all of this is not intuitive
• Lost learning over the weekend
(or from day-to-day)
• Just because something
was taught yesterday,
doesn’t mean it is “learned”
today. Emerging students
need plenty of review and
scaffolding to review and
solidify their parts before
moving on to new sections.
Especially if they “learned”
a section a few days earlier,
it always surprises emerging
teachers how little they’ve
retained. Intentionally
PAGE 7
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(Plant, Water, and Harvest continued from page 7)

planning to review these
sections after a few days off
will save frustration when the
students’ actual performance
doesn’t meet the teacher’s
expectation.
• Transitioning from one song to
another
• Currently, we’re studying
a piece with a 9/16 time
signature, another in cut time,
and a third in a fast 3/4 time,
but not quite in 1. In each of
these songs, a quarter note
looks the same but sounds/
feels quite different. Without
proper setup, younger singers
can/will be confused by this
notation. Often, a simple
visual demonstration on the
board with a few rhythmic
exercises sung by the class
will help their eyes/ears make
this transition, but it’s a step
that’s often forgotten by the
music ed. college student who
can instantly adjust between
time signatures, non-standard
notation, etc.
• Oftentimes, it can be
hard for young teachers
to remember this factor.
In college, you typically
rehearse one song at a time
(before having someone
else direct), and rarely get
the scope of a curricular
choral classroom that is
needed to think in this
manner.
Learning and Refining a Vocal Line
• When emerging students sing a
vocal line incorrectly, emerging
teachers often have difficulty
diagnosing the problem.
• Did they learn it wrong? - (ie.
Did the teacher play/sing a
wrong note or rhythm? Did
PAGE 8

the students sing a wrong
note/rhythm/word and remain
“uncorrected”?)

exactly the same (even if it’s
obvious to teacher)
• This is a VERY common
mistake and one that can eat
away valuable rehearsal time
fixing later on. Emerging
teachers need to sing through
each vocal line in advance
and be able to plan strategies
to make sure students know
these differences before they
learn them incorrectly and
cement the wrong notes in
their head.

• Were they thrown off by
something? - (ie. Was the
conducting wrong, the piano
accompaniment off, or the
words the teacher used to
bring them in unclear?)
• Did they just forget it? - (ie.
Did they learn it at one time
correctly, but now are they not
executing it correctly?)
• There is quite a difference
between these three
reasons, and a teacher’s
strategies to fix the problem
will differ with each reason.

• Adding too many layers at the
same time (pitch, rhythm, text,
expression, multiple parts, up to
tempo)
• Another VERY common
mistake. Scaffolding and
sequencing these layers in
small increments rather than
all at once is a recipe for
success in the long term.

• Is the piano masking the
students’ true performance? Is
it the students’ harmonic and
rhythmic crutch? Can they sing
in tune on their own? Can they
keep a pulse without it?
• Are most of the students
following the few strong leaders
in each section, or do they all
really know the line and are able
to execute it together?
• How do you (as a teacher)
know? Can they sing it a
cappella? Have you heard
it without the best students
singing? Do you use digital
voice recorders to individually
assess each student?
Common problem points for
younger singers
• Singing the top line octave lower
(instead of 6ths, or whatever
under harmonies are written)
• Following contour of upper lines
- even when one line descends,
many younger singers follow the
contour of what they hear, not
what they see

Emerging Student-Teachers Common Challenges
While we all know the learning
curve for new teachers can
be steep, the process is also
exhilarating, constantly providing
opportunities for growth and
self-discovery. The roller-coaster
of emotions (from “I am the best
teacher ever” when you taught
a kid how to sight-read quarter
notes - to “I am an utter failure of a
teacher,” when a student points out
something you taught the whole
class incorrectly) is a part of the
teaching journey.
Here are a few ideas for emerging
student-teachers to consider as
they begin to teach choir.


...continued on page 10

• When lines are similar but not
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(Plant, Water, and Harvest continued from page 8)

• When I play piano, am I
focusing too much on my
own “performance” (i.e. just
playing all the parts correctly)
and not able to listen to their
“performance”?
• Not having competent piano
skills is a serious problem
for emerging music teachers.
All of their focus goes into
playing the correct piano part
and none of their brain power
is left to think about tuning,
phrasing, the kid-in-the-backrow-whose-hair-is-on-fire, etc.
• How well can I “get an accurate
read” on the situation?
• How do I know when to move
on when teaching a concept?
Have I been aware of student
attitudes or focus during
rehearsal? Are we close to a
concert and thus need to press
on, or can we take some time
to refine or discuss? Have
I spent too much time on a
certain song/concept and need
to move forward, or have I
just brushed over a topic, not
allowing students to really
grasp what I’ve just taught.
• When should I accept a
“mediocre” performance and
when can I demand more?
• When leading a discussion Am I probing deep enough
with my questions? Are most/
all of the kids tracking the
discussion, or just the few
that raise their hands? How
can I involve all kids in the
discussion? Have I thought
about strategies beyond just
asking questions and getting
answers from the best kids
who always raise their hands?
• This was another one that
can be particularly hard to
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learn in a collegiate setting.
Because your classmates
typically know the exact
answer you are looking for
or have already asked a
similar question, it can be
hard to assess your own
questioning skills.
• How do I react when things
don’t go quite right in the
classroom? In other words, how
does a younger teacher bounce
back from a setback? How does
a teacher plan to make the next
teaching experience better when
something didn’t go quite right?
• When a mistake is learned,
how do students un-learn it?
• Emerging teachers
are understandably
often nervous in their
initial student teaching
experience. These nerves
many times cause them to
teach/sing parts with plain
wrong notes/rhythms,
etc. (Side note: I (Jeremy)
fall victim to this often as
well!) What newer teachers
often don’t realize is how
many repetitions it takes
to un-learn the mistake;
how important the initial
teaching sequence is when
kids first learn something,
and how long it takes to
really cement a vocal line in
younger students’ heads.
• What do you do when
younger singers don’t match
pitch?
• More experienced teachers
often are able to take the
long view, to see this
student for who he/she
is as a unique person
wanting to improve their
voice. Thus, time and care

and many patient hours
are spent trying to help
students match pitch.
Emerging teachers often
become frustrated because
kids can’t instantly do
something that comes so
easily to the college music
education major.
• “Classroom Management”
- I (Jeremy) really loathe this
term. Instead, I like to make
this analogy: I attempt to treat
every student as a relationship I
want to keep past the two, three,
or four years of high school.
In this relationship, I “invest”
in them - I put “money in the
bank” with them each and every
day I see them (ie. creating a
relaxed, yet thoughtful classroom
environment, asking about and
genuinely caring about their
personal lives, admitting when
I make mistakes and showing
humility and persistence when
this happens, etc.) and through
these strong relationships I
know when I can “withdraw”
my deposit (ie. demanding more
effort/focus in rehearsal, calling
extra rehearsals, singing more
challenging repertoire, exploring
extra-musical ideas and doing
non-singing projects, etc.).
• Here are a few things to think
about:
• How to do I motivate my
students out of mediocre
singing into better
performance without
getting negative?
• How do I set up the
classroom for risk taking?
How can I set up the
classroom for student risktaking? (Doing kinesthetic
motions, answering tough
questions, thinking aloud,

speculating as a class,
singing in an extreme
tessitura, or a cappella, etc.)
• We have to be the person who
has to nurture that growth, to
plant the seed in each student,
to nurture the soil, and
harvest at the right time.
• We have to see the potential in every ability level, kid type,
etc. and have a growth plan
for them.
• This is my (Robby) favorite
one. As a student, you
live for the “here and
now” and rarely think
about what will happen
after the next concert or
school-year. However, as
a teacher invested in their
own program, it is a crucial
task to help students grow
regardless of their starting
point. This idea of having
“a plan” for each student
is a much longer term goal,
one that we rarely set for
ourselves as students.

• Juggling many balls at the
same time. Question: How do
you prepare yourself for the
kind of ‘thinking on your feet’
without having actually taught?
Answer: You really don’t. You
begin to think this way and
become comfortable with many
simultaneous issues through
experience. However, you can
prepare yourself by turning the
mirror on yourself and reflecting
on how proficient you are at the
following skills, on how well you
can do many of the following
simultaneously.
• Piano / conducting chops
• Hearing the choir &
individual parts (right/wrong)
• Thinking about what to fix,
why is it wrong?
• Behavior and other student
issues

• Reminders/announcements/
to-do lists
• Reading the students attitudes/reactions/mood
We hope this article has provided
a glimpse into the student-teacher
and mentor teacher relationship.
We both left the experience
invigorated and excited to grow
as teachers in the weeks and
months ahead. We hope you will
use these ideas and questions
as springboards for your own
reflection and growth.
Submitted by Jeremy Little,
IL-ACDA High School
R and S Chair
and
Robby Shellard,
University of Illinois music
education student teacher

• Thinking about how to say it,
how to bring them in, etc.

Organizational Contest - What Literature Should I Choose?
A New Teacher’s Guide to a Successful Compeition
As I was sitting at my desk one
day, I received a call from a recent
student teacher with whom I had
been the cooperating teacher.
After exchanging pleasantries,
she anxiously stated her concerns,
“I signed up my students for the
district organizational competition,
but I don’t know what to have
them sing. I don’t know where to
begin as far as choosing literature.
What should I choose?”
Once you have made the decision
to take one of your choral groups
to the IHSA, IGSMA, or IESA
Competition, every new teacher
(and seasoned teacher as well) has

two major decisions remaining:
literature and programming.
Literature
When choosing literature, some
of your decisions will be made
for you after acquainting yourself
with the rules of the contest. The
IGSMA and IHSA contest rules
have requirements concerning
minimum number of pieces
performed as well as maximum
and minimum time limits for
performance. The rules also specify
a minimum acceptable voicing. For
example, at the high school level,
Class A or AA mixed choruses

must perform at least four-part
music, while Class B, C, or D
choruses must perform at least
three part music. At the middle
school level, IGSMA states fourth
– ninth grade groups must sing
at least two-part music with these
exceptions: groups comprised
exclusively by 8th and 9th grade
students must perform at least one
selection in three or more parts;
groups comprised exclusively with
4th -6th grade students may sing
one unison selection.
Now that you know how much
time is allotted for your group
and you know the voicing that
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(Organizational Contest continued from page 11)

is expected, is time to choose the
music. Since you will be spending
a significant amount of time with
these pieces, choose literature
that isn’t just interesting for the
audience. Be certain it offers
interest for each of the voice
parts, as well. Make sure it is a
reasonable level of difficulty for
your group. Dr. Tim Fredstrom,
Associate Director of the School of
Music and Associate Professor of
Choral Music and Music Education
at Illinois State University says
“Select repertoire that has a
technical difficulty slightly easier
than the students can potentially
do”. Karyl Carlson, Associate
Professor of Music, Director of
Choral Programs at Illinois State
University, and ACDA President
Elect adds, “Don’t over program.
It is better to do less complicated
repertoire at a higher, more
nuanced level than ‘crazy hard
stuff’ in a mediocre fashion”.
Beth Best, Hill Middle School,
Naperville, Illinois and President
of Illinois ACDA agrees. She
says, “Choose music for contest
that might be a little more easily
learned, note wise, so that [you]
can spend more time on expressive
elements.”
Choosing quality, interesting
music is only one component of
the contest equation. It is also
important to choose music that
showcases the strengths of your
choir. Ben Luginbuhl, Director
of Choirs at Normal Community
High School says “If I have a choir
who cannot really sing with gusto
and a wide open tone, I’m not
going to have them sing Brahms
or Moses Hogan – at least not at
a contest. I would find something
that fits what they do best”.
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Another good point is to choose
music appropriate for the age of
your group. Dr. Fredstrom also
says to be careful of the text that
you choose. “Make sure it is an age
appropriate text. Select repertoire
that has text that the singer
understands. Only do foreign
language if they know what they
are singing.”
Programming: What type of piece?
The pieces that you choose
have to fit together like a mini
concert. It is an unwritten rule
that performances need to “begin
with a robust opener, followed by
a slower more lyrical piece, and
finishing with an exciting closer”
according to Ben Luginbuhl.
Many conductors like to begin
their contest set with a bold classic
master work. For middle schools
an ideal opener might be an
arrangement by Patrick Liebergen.
He has quite a large selection
of arrangements of well-known
master works. The second piece
needs to be a contrasting style.
Usually a softer, more sustained
piece. For high school, we might
research pieces by Randall
Stroope, David Childs, or James
Mulhulland. For middle school I
would peruse some arrangements
by Laura Farnell, Julie Gardner
Bray, Jerry Estes, or Mary Lynn
Lightfoot. They all seem to be
masters of understanding the
middle school voice.

as possible”. She believes that
the best publishers for this type
of music would be Santa Barbara
Press or Boosey and Hawkes. She
also suggests arrangements by
Nick Page.
So, what should you choose for
a contest set? Find contrasting
pieces that show off your choirs’
strengths, while containing music
which is slightly easier than your
students’ abilities, yet still difficult
enough to present a challenge,
using texts that your students
understand. Check out the ACDA
Repertoire Standards found in
the Choral Journal Volume 52,
Number 4, by Amy Blosser. Also
find the IL ACDA Recommended
Choral Repertoire list compiled
by Bob Boyd, IL ACDA Historian.
These lists can be found on the ILACDA website at www.il-acda.
org. The music is out there – go
find it!
Submitted by Deb Aurelius-Muir,
Junior High/Middle School
R and S Chair

Many times a rousing finish might
be a rhythmic piece that would be
classified as multi cultural. Beth
Best cautions against choosing
a multi cultural piece without
checking its authenticity. She
suggests that they be “as authentic
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Hey, Look Who’s Singing! Spotlighting the Local Choral Community
I have often thought about the role
played by a community choir in
American culture, particularly in
the “suburban-ish” locale in which
I work and live. What does a choir
bring to the community? How does
a choir “enhance” the life in the
community?

host choir and the venue. Any
participation fees at all would have
prohibited most, if not all, choirs
from participating. There was no
cost for audience because the host
choir wanted to avoid making the
festival appear to be a fundraiser for
themselves.

An event that my community choir
recently sponsored is Festival Of
The Voice. This was a one-day
event that featured a variety of area
choirs performing for each other
and their families. The main idea
is to bring members of the local
choral community together so they
can hear each other and to “turn
the spotlight” on the depth and
diversity of our singing community.
I only share this to give other
community choral directors an idea
that may have potential in your area.

Participating choirs had to prepare
no special music – they would
perform using pieces from their
current repertoire. Even the
combined piece at the end was
a familiar tune sung in unison.
Requiring the purchase and/
or learning of new music for the
festival would have also kept choirs
from participating.

The festival looked like this: two
unique concerts on the same day
(a Sunday), one at 3 PM, and one
at 7 PM. There were 16 ensembles
involved (including the host choir).
The 3 PM concert had eight choirs;
the 7 PM concert had nine. The host
choir performed on both. Each choir
sang about 10 minutes two or three
pieces), ending with a combined
song, so the concerts were about 90
minutes in length (the later one a bit
longer). All participants were seated
in the hall during the concert, so that
they could hear each group.
This was completely noncompetitive. There were no judges,
no rating sheets. The point was
simply to sing for each other and
their families. Since everyone in
the audience is directly involved
with choral music, they would be a
most appreciative and sympathetic
audience.
There was no cost to the
participating choirs or the audience.
All costs were covered by local
businesses and shared by the
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The concerts began with the first
choir onstage and the second choir
backstage. The concert opened with
the singing of the National Anthem
(imagine – a room full of singers
doing this!). A description of the
first choir was read from the stage,
and then they sang their pieces.
When the first group finished, the
choirs moved from their audience
seats to backstage (for lining up), or
to the stage to perform, or back to
their seats in the hall if they had just
finished singing. While choirs were
moving, a description of the next
performing choir was read. The
choirs moved through the concert in
this way, with the host choir being
the last choir on the concert. The
combined piece was lead by the host
choir, and the audience was invited
to sing.
There were 90-minute rehearsals
before each concert to practice the
walking on and off stage, and then
to provide a short sound check for
each group. It is crucial that the
time that the choirs use to change
places is minimized. Members of
the host choir were assigned to each
participating choir to help guide and
organize.

The real effort in this event
comes with its organization,
communicating with the
participating choirs leading up to the
festival day, and securing sponsors
to cover the costs. With about 250
participants in each concert, there
were only about 500 remaining seat
for other audience members, so
ticket distribution had to be closely
monitored. We also asked the
audience members to bring a food
or cash donation for the local food
pantry. Volunteers from the pantry
staffed the donation table.
Aside from allowing all choirs to
hear each other, the main purpose
of the Festival Of The Voice is to
spotlight the depth and diversity of
people involved in the local choral
community. This event featured
two adult community choirs,
two smaller adult ensembles, a
children’s community choir, three
middle school choirs, two high
school choirs, a community college
choir, and five church choirs. All
ages and types were represented
on each concert, so young singers
were able to hear the older groups,
and the older groups could hear the
younger. All choirs had participant
lists in the program. There were
about 530 participants all together.
This was only a small portion of the
local choral community.
This was a beautiful day of
wonderful, diverse choral music.
Moreover, it was a powerful
celebration of community arts.
If you are interested, I would be
happy to share with you some of my
experience with creating a Festival
Of The Voice. It is well worth the
effort.

Proudly Serving Illinois ACDA

Supporting music today and tomorrow.

Count on us for all of your choral needs!
We have central Illinois’ LARGEST sheet music inventory.
We stock all IMEA District and All-State Festival music.
We stock new choral titles from publishers such as Alfred, Hal Leonard, Lorenz, Hinshaw,
Boosey & Hawkes, Walton, Transcontinental and BriLee.
We sponsor several ACDA Clinics at IMEA and throughout the year.
We host two choral clinics a year—details on 2013 below:
Alfred School Choral Reading Session—Featuring Sally Albrecht
June 15, 2013—Peoria, Illinois
Sacred Choral Reading Session—Featuring Dave Higus
August 17, 2013—Peoria, Illinois

Contact one of our sheet music specialists today!
Peoria—Bloomington—Sterling
Lauren Smagacz
Music Specialist
www.kiddermusic.com
lauren@kiddermusic.com
800-322-2800

Wayne Heinemann
Music Specialist
wayne@kiddermusic.com

Submitted by Steven Szalaj,
IL-ACDA Community Choirs
R and S Chair
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Collaboration
Collaborate: to work jointly with
others or together especially
in an intellectual endeavor
(Merriam-Webster Dictionary).
As musicians, isn’t that what we
do? It is one of the many benefits
of participating in any musical
ensemble. There are so many
life lessons and skills that are
intrinsically involved in the music
making process. We learn how
to work with others, set goals,
and work to obtain them. It is a
process…as are most things in
life. If you have not done so, read
the article entitled: Making the
Case: An Advocacy Guide based
on the Chorus Impact Study
conducted by Chorus America. It
provides many interesting findings
regarding the impact of choral
singing on education, community
and personal development.
Sometimes we forget to help
our choral singers recognize
and embrace how much they
are learning through their
participation in a choir. Discuss
with your ensembles the process
of collaboration. Then have them
brainstorm ways that the choir
can collaborate with others. For
example, the Millikin Men’s Choir
invites the male administration,
faculty and staff to sing the Battle
Hymn of the Republic with us on

(An Introduction and Interview with John Trotter continued from page 16)

our fall concert every year. They
attend rehearsals, and are present
for the concert. It is always good
to get administration, faculty and
staff involved in your program and
in this scenario it is the student’s
responsibility to get them there.
There are, of course, a myriad of
ways for your choir to collaborate
with others. Use the following list
as a starting point for discussion
with your choir:
• Combine a couple or all of your
choirs to sing a beloved choral
work
• Join forces with the athletic
department to sing the National
Anthem before their games or
to provide entertainment during
half-time.
• Send in a recording of your
ensemble singing the National
Anthem to semi-pro and
professional sports teams
• Commission a composer and see
if the composer will work with
your choir on a poem to be used
as the text.
• Invite other schools to
collaborate with you on a joint
performance
• Invite a contemporary a cappella
men’s ensemble to perform and
work with your groups
• Have an “invite your friend/
relative to rehearsal” day and

encourage them to participate
• Combine forces with the school
band or orchestra
• Combine forces with a local
church or community choir or
instrumental ensemble
• Bring in a local sign language
teacher to work with your choir
for a special performance
• Ask the art department to
provide an art gallery in the
lobby that will showcase their
student’s work before/after your
choir concerts
• Work with the music boosters
club to surprise the students with
a special performance
As choral conductors we are
always looking for ways to
allow our choirs to become more
invested in the music and their
education. Use collaboration as
a tool to help achieve this goal.
Give the ensemble members
responsibilities throughout the
process and they will become more
invested and empowered. After the
culmination of the collaborative
project, review and discuss the
process and outcomes with the
choir. Then it is time to start all
over again.
Submitted by: Ted Hesse,
R and S Chair for Male Choirs

An Introduction and Interview with John Trotter
I am delighted to introduce Illinois
ACDA to my new colleague at
Wheaton College, John William
Trotter. You will find John a
winsome person eager to talk and
hear about your programs as well
as an inspirational conductor and
teacher. Here is an excerpt from an
interview I did with him recently.
Mary: You were a pianist to start
out with so how did you get
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directed to choral music in your
career?
John: It was an accident. I was a
pianist because there was a piano
teacher in my town and it was one
of the only instruments I could
study in my small town. And I
stuck with it because I could play
all the notes. I was also in choirs at
school. In junior high we started

singing in parts and I discovered
I could actually read the parts.
When I got to high school I had a
very good musician as a teacher. I
thought he was a wizard because
he could play the piano and listen
to the choir at the same time and
he could improvise and he knew
what tuning was. We created a
chamber choir one year, practiced
extra and went to a festival. This

was my first taste of really good
vocal music.
Things got so most of my time was
spent doing music. I would wake
up early to practice piano before
school, get to school early for a
pre-school rehearsal, one period
of concert choir or concert band,
every lunch hour was jazz choir or
jazz band and after school I would
study for the correspondence
courses I was taking in music
history and music theory.
I wondered if I could study
music at University but I knew
that I couldn’t make a living as a
musician. I didn’t know anyone
who made a living as a musician
except my high school director
and my piano teacher. So those
jobs were already taken. So I
figured I would be a lawyer
like my dad. When I went to
University of British Columbia I
asked if it were possible to double
major in literature and music and
was told no, but then found a
degree titled Bachelor of Music in
General Studies. So I got to study
two instruments, composition,
conducting, chamber music, jazz,
orchestration and in addition
lots of literature, psychology and
philosophy and economics. This
was a degree that was famous as
a degree that doesn’t lead to any
employment. But it was all ok
because I was going to go to law
school. In the end I took five years
to finish the degree and was able
to take all the music courses that I
wanted.
A turning point was a day when I
was in my composition teacher’s
studio and he asked me what my
plans for the future were. I replied
that my plan was to go to law
school but I said it in a teeny voice.
He pointed out that it seemed

difficult for me to say this and I
burst into tears. Then eventually
after blowing my nose on his
tea towel he gave me some very
good advice. When I explained
that I was sure I couldn’t make a
living as a musician he asked, “Do
you have a financial crisis?” He
suggested that I might wait until I
have a financial crisis before acting
like I had one before it happened.
It got me to thinking “What if I
delayed going to law school for
one year and was a free lance
musician for one year.” I left his
office so happy because I felt like I
was allowed to do music – even if
it was for one year.
My first experience with a choir
was at my church, which did not
have a regular choir, but someone
asked if I would put together a
choir for Christmas. It was the
first time I was an independent
musician. After my first year as a
freelance musician I did it a second
year and took positions with a
couple community choirs. My
mission in life was to make these
choirs as good as I could and I
sought out ways to improve as a
conductor. I did that for a number
of years before I realized I needed
to study conducting with a mentor.
After researching and asking a
lot of questions I ended up at
the University of Michigan. This
was before I actually knew where
Michigan was. But I ended up
in the right state and completed
my masters and DMA with
Jerry Blackstone at University of
Michigan.
Question: How is working with
a college choir different from
working with a professional group
like the Vancouver Chamber
Choir?

I am a little bit spoiled here at
Wheaton because the choir is
pretty good. So many of the
students are invested in what
they are doing. My predecessor
was really into excellence so I
don’t have to instill a new ethic of
working hard, staying focused and
striving to sing in tune. There’s
more stylistic training involved at
the undergraduate level and there
is a vocal maturity issue. There are
certain pieces I will never ask them
to sing, not because they don’t
have the musical ability to grasp
what’s going on, it’s just physically
not a good idea. And we rehearse
more – maybe 50% more than we
did with the professional choir.
But the process is the same for
any choir just compressed with a
professional choir. Whether you
are working with professionals
or not you are still teaching and
teaching is reminding. You tell
your group once that “the fifth
is high” but then it’s a matter of
coaching. Like a baseball player
who knows how to swing the bat
the coach will remind him 120
times in the fine tuning.
Mary: Describe the path that led
you to Illinois.
John: During my graduate study
I knew that I might end up as
a professor but I didn’t want to
become a professor by pursuing
being a professor. I wanted to be
called into education as a result of
my pursuit of music and my desire
to share with other people. In the
midst of my doctorate an offer to
conduct the Vancouver Chamber
Choir came, I jumped at it. And
when they later asked me to come
work with them full time I thought
it would be a continuation of being
able to learn and work at the same
time. It was a temporary position
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(An Introduction and Interview with John Trotter continued from page 17)

but ended up being extended and I
was a happy, happy clam.
My wife was doing a doctorate
at the University of British
Columbia, also in Vancouver. She
finished her course work and
internship, which meant we were
not geographically tied down
and my temporary position was
finally at an end. I was finally
able to consider “what next and
where.” When I was at National
ACDA in Chicago I ran into Jerry
Blackstone and he told me to keep
ears open about a possible position
at Wheaton College. I have always
been in a church and it has always
sustained me but I had never
done any of my music in a church
until just before the conference
when I had given a series of
sermon/lectures about the Vivaldi
Magnificat.
When the position came up I
applied and learned that the
process was fairly complicated. I
always thought it would better
to get no job than get the wrong
job especially since I was married
and we had a child. One thing
that Wheaton asked me to do was
to write essays and I remember
feeling very peaceful about the
Wheaton thing. I didn’t have
peace about other positions I was
pursuing during this time but I
felt that if I didn’t get the job at
Wheaton College it was because
someone else was supposed to
have the job.
Mary: What’s your philosophy
about choosing repertoire for the
Wheaton College Concert Choir?
John: A few years ago I met with
Eric Ericson to have a conversation
and he said, “Whatever rep you
choose will determine the growth
and learning content of your choir.

You might have things in mind
that you want them to learn but
it’s through the rep that you learn
them.” So I consider the repertoire
my curriculum.
If they are going to be with me
for 3 or 4 years in the choir I want
them to have a significant learning
experience in each major era and
genre of music historically. And
that’s actually quite a bit of work
because we have more repertoire
than any other type of concert
music. I am getting to like the
immersion concept. If I do a group
of shorter pieces from different
eras they have to switch gears in
each rehearsal and concert and it’s
harder for them to sink into the
style. I want the students to have
a deep understanding of the style.
This year we did a large section of
Brahms in the fall, a Bach motet
at Christmas and this semester
we did a concert of mostly
Renaissance music. It also helps
them delve into a language and
work in depth on diction.
I want them to sing composers
whose craft is outstanding. Not
just composers who have good
ideas but who work out the
ideas extremely well because
the students who are going to
be educators will be picking
repertoire and I want them to
recognize what good craft is when
they see it.
Mary: You have an interest in jazz
and improvisation so how does
that affect your work with a choir?
John: Well, I’m never interested
in giving a performance that
sounds like a reproduction of
a previous performance or a
previous rehearsal. I don’t like
performances that only sound like
an avoidance of error, the kind of

performances that seem like an
obstacle course and the message
is “look at us, we solved all these
problems.”
We do some improv as a choir.
What I love about improv for
training musicianship is that it
trains you to listen. If you don’t
know exactly what is going to
happen then you have to be open
to listen.

“Your understanding of our choir students’ needs
and your readiness to attend to even the smallest
detail make student group travel a breeze!”
Beth O’Riordan and Frank Piekarz,
Choir Directors,
Downers Grove North High School

I encourage the students to treat
a performance of Renaissance
music as a re-improvisation of
what is written down. So little
of what we need to make the
performance work is on the page.
And the things that are not on the
page need to be re-created each
time the piece is performed. A
performance has to be understood
deeply enough and committed
to personally enough to come up
through a person’s experience and
out to speak to the audience.

Todd Rogers

Brayer Teague,
Music Department
Chair, Downers Grove
North High School

Tami Rogers

Over 30 years
and thousands of trips,

Mary: Any final thought?

Bob Rogers Travel has learned that
where you travel with your students
isn’t as important as what they’ll bring
back – eye-opening experiences and
life-changing memories. We’ll welcome
you into our family and personalize every
detail to ensure that your students return
with much more than they packed,
whether they travel across the state or
around the world.

John: I am very interested in what
music is for. I want our students
to have experiences of music as
service. From my experience,
learning to be a musician is a
pretty solitary activity. You spend
a lot of time by yourself in a room.
At some point you determine that
this is your avocation or vocation
and then the question is “what
is it that I have to give.” I want
the students to think about what
they have to offer. I’m unusually
interested in talking to audiences
and working with choirs to
convince them that they are deeply
musical. If we ever get to the point
that we think music is a specialty
then we are “toast.”

Call us today.
Together, we’ll create the moments
that influence your students’ lives.

800-373-1423 or
info@bobrogerstravel.com

Official Sponsor of

Submitted by Dr. Mary Hopper,
ACDA National President-Elect

bobrogerstravel.com
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Glenn Williams, Music Department Chair,
Downers Grove South High School

9/19/12 7:45 AM
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Letter from the Editor
It hardly seems possible that the
spring issue of the Podium is
here. As I sit writing this, there
is still snow on the ground and
I am sitting in front of a roaring
fire in my fireplace. The sunshine
and 80 degree temperatures that I
experienced in Dallas at the ACDA
National Conference a week ago
are merely a memory.
The ideas and experiences I
shared with old friends and new
colleagues in Dallas was a great
source of encouragement and
challenge. From hearing new
repertoire from choirs, to listening
to interest sessions on a myriad
of topics, I was refreshed and
invigorated to continue refining
my craft and to pursue challenging
and new ideas for my own
students and colleagues.

I was encouraged to see so many of
my colleagues from Illinois at the
conference. I know the cost and
time away from jobs and families
make it difficult for many to attend
but the rewards are worth the
effort. ACDA is an organization
that has so much to offer so
many from children’s choirs, to
university, and church choirs and
everything in between. I would
like to challenge you to invite a
new colleague to participate in
one of our events. The summer
ReTreat in Normal would be
a great place to start. Find a
colleague or someone who is new
to the profession and reach out
to them and encourage them to
attend and get involved. This issue
is full of ideas and wisdom from
some of the great people in our
state organization. I am so grateful

to know each one of them and
benefit from their experience and
knowledge. I hope that you will
take the time to read their words
of wisdom and see how you could
pass on some of this knowledge
with someone else in turn.
It is a privilege to serve the
members of our state organization
through this publication and
through the work of the state
board. I am grateful for what you
share with others and for how
you continue to help me grow and
refine my musical craft. Thank
you for your willingness to share
and collaborate. These are the
things that make ACDA great and
will continue to help it thrive in the
future. Best wishes for a blessed
spring!
Andy Jeffrey, Podium Editor

The Conductor’s Podium is the official publication of the Illinois chapter of the
American Choral Directors Association. It is published three times a year, using the following deadlines.
Fall issue: Copy deadline August 15
Winter Issue: Copy deadline December 15
Spring issue: Copy deadline March 15
Send all written materials to Andy Jeffrey at andrew_jeffrey@glenbard.org
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